**Abstract**

The purpose of this study is to design and present design in futuristic style inspired by the maze. The target group is women aged 20-40 years who love ultra-modern fashion, follow technology, self-confidence, leading in fashion. Materials used in this collection consist of jersey knit, PVC coated, embossed flocking, brushed microfiber, satin, spider mesh, burnout, matt PVC faux leather, and glossy PVC faux leather decorated with geometric patchwork, overlay patchwork, and metal. Operated by design and selection from sketching, determination of colors and materials which can be summarized as a collection in 7 sets as follows:

Outfit 1 inspired by Hampton Court Maze which is a triangle maze. Design in 3 pieces; Knee-length pencil skirt, front-length skirt upward to the bustier with hole-punched on the left waistband. For bustier decorated with a long strip of fabric wrapped around the waist and inserted through the hole. Complete look with oversized triangle sleeves coat.

Outfit 2 inspired by Davis Mega Maze with 2 color overlays. Design in 2 pieces; Asymmetrical top with geometric sleeve and strapped tube on the left. Complete look with skinny pants with pleated left-waistband upward to the body.

Outfit 3 inspired by Pineapple Garden Maze which is a decorative pattern in the middle of the maze. Design in 2 pieces; A-line evening-length dress, trimmed hem with gauze and decorated with metal, set-in sleeve bracelet-length. Complete look with geometric tube on the left with belt-attached the right waist and decorative metal on the left waist.
Outfit 4 inspired by Ashcombe Maze which is high bush maze with rose bushes inserted. Design in 2 pieces; Bustier inner and wear over with straight mini dress with gauzy long sleeves and overlay patchworked on the right sleeve.

Outfit 5 inspired by Hampton Court Maze which is triangle maze. Design in 3 pieces; Bustier, skinny pants, and geometric patchworked built-up coat.

Outfit 6 inspired by Il Labirinto which is square maze. Design as a straight asymmetrical micro-mini dress decorated with geometric patchwork, metal at waist, and wide strip on the left sleeve.

Outfit 7 inspired by Hampton Court Maze which is triangle maze. Design in 2 pieces; Deep V-neck short jumpsuit decorated with metal at waist and complete look with trumpet sleeves overcoat with geometric shoulders.

The Presentation was organized a fashion show under the concept of Disobedience by Taftion 5 : The Graduate Fashion Showcase at the Grand Postal Office named THE MAZE and was presented on Youtube by searching for poppory fashion blog [FASHION SHOW] TAFTION 5 UTK and can follow us on Facebook and Instagram by typing #Taftion5.
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